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I am extremely reluctant to take the course which I am now about to take, but it seems to me that I have no discretion in the matter and that if I were to accede to the submissions of counsel I would be exceeding the powers imposed on me and exceeding the statute.

The result of that would be only that the trial - even if it proceeded - would be a nullity and, as I have made clear to counsel, and I think they accept, it is not in my power to validate something which is a nullity ab initio, nor


would it be in any way a service to the Crown or to the accused.

The problem has arisen because there are 11 accused and the panel has become exhausted before 12 jurors have been selected.	The accused have exercised their right of challenge.		I cannot recall exactly how many challenges were made, but they were still much less than the accused between them had.	With 11 accused there were obviously 66 peremptory challenges allowable, and one would add to that, of course, the fact that the Crown had a right to stand aside another 6.

Certainly all 66 challenges were not used, but a sufficient number of challenges emanated from the accused to exhaust the panel before 12 jurors were selected.	That left the situation at a point where, perhaps as a last resort but in pursuance of s.37(2) Juries Act, the remedy of a tales was tried by me on the application of the counsel for the accused. I was the more prepared to do that because at this stage only one juror remained to be selected.	In response to the actions of the Sheriff - and I congratulate her on her efforts - no less than 3 persons were in fact discovered in the vicinity of the court, qualified and liable to serve and not exempt from serving.

They duly appeared and were called but in each case were challenged.	It does not seem to me, therefore, practicable to seek further talesmen, particularly in the
light of the difficulty of finding them and the inconvenience to which such persons are put and the fact which is conceded, that it is a most unusual remedy in any event.	It seems to me that the remedy has been tried, has not succeeded, and I would not be satisfied that it would succeed by further efforts under s.37(2).

In doing that I am not being critical of counsel for the accused, who have their right, pursuant to s.37(3) Juries Act, to challenge talesmen as much as they have to challenge jurors summoned from the panel.	Bu.t even with the extra 3 challenges the number of challenges was by no means exhausted.t

It has been suggested that the remedy might lie in combining this panel and recalling it with another panel, which is presently to be summonsed on Tuesday.

Again, there are some practical difficulties about that since the balance of this panel was excused until some time after Tuesday.	But Mr Crown reminds me that with some assiduous effort on the part of the Sheriff those from the original panel could be recalled and be ready by Tuesday; and he reminds me of 2 cases in which that was actually achieved. The real problem, however, seems to me that one cannot, in my view, combine the panels once they have been separated and the accused can only be tried by this panel, or, if this panel is discharged, by another panel subsequently selected.
The difficulty, as I see it, is in s.32 of the Act, the Juries Act, which requires that:

"The Sheriff shall, before the time when a jury precept is required to be returned into the court
(a) prepare a list showing the names, in alphabetical order and the descriptions, of the persons summoned in pursuance of the jury precept; and, (b) prepare, in respect of each person whose name appears on the list referred to in paragraph (a), a card showing the name and description of that person."

When one goes then to s.37 it reads in sub-section (1):


"Subject to s.37(A) at a criminal trial the proper officer shall draw the jury cards out of the ballot box one at a time and call aloud the name and description on each card until 12 persons appear and remain approved as indifferent and those persons, upon being duly sworn, shall be the jury to try the issues on the trial"



The expression "draw the jury cards out of the ballot box" can only, in my view, refer to the cards prepared by the Sheriff pursuant to s.32(b).	S.37 does give a remedy if the cards are exhausted and that is in sub-s.(2) and is the remedy of calling for a talesman.

As I have mentioned that remedy has been tried and in this case has not proved effective.	But the words in sub s.(2) of s.37 seem to me peremptory: "If all the jury cards are exhausted, by challenge or otherwise		the court may, at the request of the Crown Prosecutor or the prisoner or his counsel, order the Sheriff to appoint forthwith ... such of
the persons ... as are qualified" - that is by praying a tales.

It seems to me that the words of sub-s.(2) permit of no other alternative so that once the cards are exhausted pursuant to sub-s.(1) then if sub-s.(2) fails as a remedy no other remedy is permitted.

S.32 has been mentioned to me because by s.32(3):

"Where 2 or more criminal trials are to commence on a certain day, the Sheriff·shall, before or on the day on which the jurors are summoned, by ballot, divide the jurors into separate panels and appropriate each panel to a trial."

In this case it appears that 2 trials were in fact set down for last Tuesday, although in the case of this trial it was adjourned today and in the case of the other trial I am informed that the accused pleaded guilty and the panel was discharged.	The section is mandatory: "··· the Sheriff shall, before or on the day on which the jurors are summoned, by ballot, divide the jurors into separate panels ...".

The Sheriff therefore had no discretion.	Having divided the jurors into separate panels there seems to be no way in which those panels can be merged so as to constitute a different panel, even on a different day.	It seems to me that once the accused are before a particular panel they must remain before that panel and if there is a failure to enrol sufficient jurors then the panel must be discharged; but there
is no provision for the merging of or the adding to that panel by some other means, even by recalling from the second panel persons into the first.

It therefore appears inevitable that this panel must be discharged and the matter set down afresh.

There is one other alternative - which I think counsel agree would be open but again it seems impracticable - and that is to have the second panel brought on Tuesday to be selected for this trial.	The difficulty in that, however, is obvious, that there are, I understand, no more than 60 in the second panel and if the accused were to exercise their challenges in the way they have presently done - and I again make it clear I make no criticism of the accused in doing that
- that panel would quite plainly be exhausted very quickly.


It has been suggested to me by one counsel that the accused might be prepared to limit their challenges; but even if that were so it seems to me quite plain that they would only be prepared to limit their challenges because of the exigencies of the case; and that seems to be most undesirable because it could properly be said that the accused were acting under pressure, and the sort of pressure which should not be placed upon them.

Most reluctantly, therefore, it seems to me that there is only one way in which this court can deal with the
matter and that is to discharge the panel, adjourn the trial and remand the accused for a further hearing at a later stage.

